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Abstract- Transparent multihop optical networks suffer fiom 
the accumulation, from node to node, of intraband crosstalk and 
amplifier spontaneous emission noise, which may severely degrade 
the quality of received signals. This paper presents a hybrid semi- 
transparent store-and-forward (H-S&F) node architecture which 
minimizes the number of hops and, therefore, significantly impro- 
ves the quality of signals. Cells are electronically stored just in 
the case of conflict to avoid deflection, otherwise cells traverse the 
node without opto-electronic conversion. We present the teletraf- 
fic and transmission performance of regular two-connected net- 
works in uniform traffic. Manhattan Street (MS) Network and Shuf- 
fleNet (SN) are compared both analytically and by simulation. H- 
S&F performs well, in tenns of throughput, transit delay and BER. 
It is also shown that by combining deflection routing with the store- 
and-forward scheme the network can accommmodate two different 
bit-rates. This suggests that the proposed hybrid scheme may have 
good potential for future multimedia networks. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The major advantage of cross-connected optical networks is that 
they achieve higher throughput than linear topologies like buses 
and rings [ 11, [2]. If buffers are not available, the cells can be tem- 
porarily deflected to an undesired link. Thus, deflection routing al- 
lows the use of fiber l i s  as optical buffers [11-[31 while bit-rate 
non-regenerative transparency is maintained. Such an advantage 
in traffic management causes a major weakness in transmission 
[4]. It has been shown 151 that the quality of signals degrades with 
traffic load due to accumulation of weak noises such as the am- 
plifier spontaneous emission (ASE) noise and coherent crosstalk 
in high-speed transparent optical networks. Therefore, node ar- 
chitectures that limit the propagation delay to a minimum average 
number of hops and keep a certain bit-rate transparency are ideal 
and, therefore, desirable for aoss-connected networks. Here we 
present and analyze one of such semi-transparent node architeo 
tures. Such an architecture avoids deflections by providing inter- 
nal electronic buffers. Cells are stored just in the case of conflict, 
to avoid deflection, otherwise the cells will transparently traverse 
thenode (transparent cut-through [61 routing). Bdered cells only 
are regenerated by the intermediate nodes. 

We analyze the performance of this node architecture under two 
access schemes: a) buffered cells have access priority; b) locally 
generated cells have access priority. These two access schemes 
have a largely different impact on the queue size and, therefore, 

on the queueing delay. Also, we will show that this node architec- 
ture can sustain a two bit-rate communication if a combination of 
hybrid store-and-forward and deflection routing is used. 

This paper analyzes the steady-state behavior of two connected 
mesh networksunder ahybrid-store-and-forward(H-S&F) scheme. 
IIhe analytical te le t rac  model in [31 is reviewed and extended to 
hybrid-SLW. Also, we present results of the transmission perfor- 
mance based on the traflc randomness of multi-hop cell-switched 
multiwavelength networks at the optimal transmission power. We 
present the limit of operation based on a uniform traffic scenario. 
The main impairments considered in the transmission analysis are 
intra-band crosstalk and ASE noise. 

2. NODE STRUCTURE 

The node is composed of a stack of independently-operated sub- 
modules, one per each wavelength. The wavelengths from the in- 
put fibers are spatially demultiplexed and sent to the appropriate 
submodule for add/drop operations and switching. Cells fiom the 
submodules are finally remultiplexed onto the output fibers. Fig. 
l a  shows a hybrid structure that employs two electronic buffers 
with suilicient capacity. The header recognition block taps power 
off to electronically read the cell header and make routingbntrol 
decisions. Each submodule is equipped with one transmitter (TX) 
and two receivers (W. Cells transparently flow through the node 
and are stored only in w e  of conflict. This avoids both deflection 
and repetitive optical/electronic conversion (as in conventional 
SBLF). Stored cells are transmitted using a fist-in-first-out (FIFO) 
scheme. Buffered cells are regenerated by the intermediate nodes. 
The logical structure of the node is shown in Fig. lb. The logi- 
cal flow of node operations is absorption, buffering/injection, and 
routing. 
When a cell is routed through a node, one of the two outputs is 

chosen according to a shortest path algorithm [71. Based on the 
position of the intermediate node and the cell’s destination node, 
one or both outputs may be suitable for minimizing the number of 
hops a cell has to traverse for reaching destination. A cell that can 
take both outputs is called a don’t care cell, while a cell that has 
only one preferred output is called a care cell. Basically, slots can 
be empty (€9. can carry a cell for the node (FN), or a cell that cares 
to exit at output 1 (Cl) or output 2 (C2), or a don’t care (DC) cell. 

Now let’s briefly define some teletraflic parameters. Define U as 
the input slot utilization, i.e., the probability that an input slot car- 
ries a cell. Define p& as the probability that an incoming cell is 
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Figure 1: a) Node and submodule block diagram, subniodule stores cells just in 
the case of conflict, b) Logical submodule structure. 

DC. Let a be the probability that an input cell is destined to the 
node. The probability of cell absorption a is related to the aver- 
age propagation delay H (in number of hops) as: a = 1/H [31. 
We will assume that, at every timeslot t, the input arrivals il (t), 
i 2 ( t )  (of one wavelength) are independent random variables with 
thesameprobabilitydistributionfi = {Pr[ij = SI, s E { E ,  F N ,  
DC, C2, Cl}}.j = 1,2.  Eromtheabovedefinitionsonegetsaf- 
ter the absorption block: fi  ={fa(E), f i ( F N ) .  f i (DC) ,  f i (C)}  

Also define AO, A l ,  and A2 as the probabilities of having respec- 
tively 0, 1 or 2 cells in one wavelength (or submodule) after the 
absorption block, whose expressions are 

= { 1 - u ( l - U ) , u U , u ( l - U ) P d c , u ( l - U ) ( 1 - - P d c ) } [ 3 1 .  

A0 = ( l - - ~ ( l - - u ) ) ~  
A1 = 2 u ( l -  ~ ) ( l -  U )  + 2u2n(l - U )  (1) 
A2 = u2(1 

To keep the analysis simple, we assume that each TX has no local 
input queue. New cells per wavelength are generated in each time 
slot with probability g, the genaation probabillity. If a new cell is 
generated but can not be injected into the network, lacal blocking 
OCCUTS and the l a d  cell is discarded. 

3. ACCESS SCHEMES 

We will assume that successive slot-by-slot arrivals are indepen- 
dent. This assumption is partially violated wlien use is made of 
buffers and the transmission priority is given to the locally gener- 
ated cells by the submodule since, at high loads, the buffers tend 
to correlate successive arrivals 181, 191. This successive cell cor- 
relation causes one of the buffers of a generis: submodule to be 
filled at a faster rate than the other, thus generating imbalance in 
the queues and extra queue size and queueing delay. This succes- 
sive cell correlation depends on the traffic load and affects Shuf- 
fleNet 181 at high trafitic loads (g > 0.7) while Manhattan Street 

is little affected as we will show. However, when access priority 
is given to the routing buffers, the degree of correlation of succes- 
sive arrivals is small for both SN and MS. Therefore, the model 
presented here, which assumes that the arrivals on different links 
are independent, is fairly acarate. We present simulation results 
to validate the accuracy of the model according to the method dis- 
cussed in [lo]. which we extend to hybrid-S&F. 

3.1. Hybrid-S&F: Buffered cells have access priority 

In this section we will derive the average queue size and the queue- 
ing delay when cells stored in the electronic routing b u l k s  have 
access priority over cells generated by the submodule. The two 
queues (01 and 02) of Fig. l a  can be modeled as independent birth- 
death Markov chains, each with birth rate p and death rate p. The 
average queue size (in number of cells) of one buffer is given by 
[111 &b = 5, where 

1 A2(1 - P d c ) 2  + -  2 2 

The symbols have the following meaning. ,L? is the probability to 
store a cell in one buffer. A cell is stored just in the case that two 
care cells desire the same output link (to avoid deflection). This 
event will OCCUT when there are two (A2) incoming care (1 - P d c )  

cells at the links of the submodule, with the same output prefer- 
ence (ID), or the submodule generates a new care cell whenever 
the buffers are empty (q2 )  and there is one (Al) incoming care 
cell with the same output preference (1/2) as the locally generated 
cell. If this last event occurs, the locally generated cell is routed 
electronically to the buffers (see Fig. la) instead of storing the 
cell that is in transit. The first (1/2) factor in (2) is the probabil- 
ity to store a cell in buffer 01 or 02. 1.1 is the probability of buffer 
transmission. This will occur if the second buffer is empty (q), 
or the second buffer is not empty and there is 1/2 probability of 
buffer selection and there are two fiee slots (AO) or one (Al) don’t 
care cell is present (Pdc). The second term refen to the probabil- 
ity that one incoming care cell is present targeting the same out- 
put as the stored cell with probability ID. The last term refers to 
the probability that a cell is stored in the second buffer. Also in 
this case buffered cells have access priority over locally generated 
cells. Due to the symmetry of the networks, and considering that 
the traflic is uniform, we assume the s t m e  ,L?, p,  and q for both 
queues of each submodule. 

The probability that one of the buffers is empty (4). is given by 
1111 q = 9, and the average queueing delay p r o d u d  by one 
buffer is [ll] Db = %. 

Applying Little’s &orem to one optical channel of the network 
including the buffers, the balance equation is AH = 2Nu where X 
is the network’s per channel throughput, i.e. the average number 
of cells insertdabsorbed per slot per channel in the network at 
equilibrium. N is the number of submodules p a  channel. 

The average number of newly transmitted (injected) cells per sub- 
module is obtained as the probability of having a new cell ready for 
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Then, it is easily shown that a closed form expression for U is 

(4) 

and the total average transit delay, that is the sum of the propaga- 
tion delay H and the possible internal queueing delay normalized 
by the hop propagation delay, is 

Db P d =  H ( l f  -) W 

where W = &$ E 11.75R[Gb/s]l[km] is the ratio of link 
length to the spatial length of one slot [3], where I is the link length, 
c/n is the light speed in optical fibers of refraction index n = 1.5, 
R is the bit rate and M the cell size (424 bits). HDbp is the pos- 
sible queueing delay, where p = a U( 1 - U) ( 1 - Pde)2 is the prob- 
ability of buffering a cell. 

The values of the average number of hops ( H )  and probability of 
don't care (Pdc) can be obtained considering a probability of cell 
deflection p = 0 (for this case) and that the random walk of a test 
cell toward destination is modeled as an absorbing Markov chain 
whose states are deked  by the network nodes, the only absorbing 
state being the destination node as in 131, [121. 

3.2. Hybrid-S&F: locally generated cells have access priority 

In this section we will derive the average queue size and the av- 
erage queueing delay for the case of Hybrid-S8cF when cells gen- 
erated by the submodule have access priority over cells stored in 
the buffers. In this case p = $[A2+gA11(1-pdc)2 2 andp = ( q i -  

?)(I - g)(AO + AIPde) + l-g)A1(l-Pdc) 2 + ,f3, where ,f3 and 
p can be obtained by reasoning as in equations (2) and (3), except 
that in this case p is not conditionedon the buffer being empty, and 
p is conditioned on the probability that no new cells from the sub- 
module are present for transmission ( 1 - 9). In this w e  the link 

utilization U is given by U = g(l-a)2 . Also, to compute 
the transit delay d, eq. (6) can be used. 

Fig. 2 shows throughput versus probability of cell generation g 
for MS and SN topologies. When access priority is given to the lo- 
cally generated cells (N-P) MS network gives a high throughput. 
For the case of SN network the throughput given by the simula- 
tion starts to decay at g = 0.75 due to the fact that cell correla- 
tion produces a higher number of wd ic t s  at the nodes, this means 
that more cells are stordextracted idfrom the buffers, therefore 
less new cells are injected and throughput decays. This fact in- 
dicates that cell correlation is much more severe in SN64 than in 
MS64. When access priority is given to the routing buffers (B-P) 
the throughput is X = 21 for MS and X = 22.1 for SN at g = 1. 
Also, from this figure we can observe that the throughput given by 
B-P is slightly better at high loads to the one given by one-buffer 
and better than hot-potato deflection routing. All simulation statis- 
tics were collected for 30,000clock cycles, after discarding 10,OOO 
initial cycles to allow for transients to die out. 
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Figure 2: Throughputnumber of hopsvs. g for a) Manhattan Street and b) Shuf- 
AeNet topologies. 

Fig. 3 shows the average number of cells (queue size & b )  stored 
in one of the two internal buffers of Fig. l a  and the average queue- 
ing delay Db in number of cells for MS and SN networks with 64 
nodes. When access priority is given to the routing buffers (B- 
P) the average queue size is smaller than 1 cell and the average 
queueing delay is lower than 4 cells for both topologies. When 
access priority is given to locally generated cells (N-P) the queue 
size and queueing delay are reasonable for MS at loads lower than 
g = 0.95. Observe that theory and simulationresults show a good 
agreement for MS topology, while results for SN (N-P) present a 
mismatch between the theory and simulation at loads higher than 
g = 0.7. The reason for this discrepancy is that buffers tend to cor- 
relate the cells and buffer imbalance is produced generating extra 
queue size and queueing delay. 

It is important to mention that the total cell delay is the sum of 
its transit delay d (propagation delay in the network plus possible 
queueing delay of the intmal buffers), and the input queueing de- 
lay [see Appendix Al. Fig. 4 shows the transit delay d (in hops) 
and the input queueing delay (in cells or slots) against the through- 
put per submodule for H-S&F both cases B-P, N-P. and also for 
hot-potato and onebuffer deflection routing 131. When access pri- 
ority is given to the locally generated cells (N-P) the average tran- 
sit delay of MS inaeases at high loads (g > 0.95) due to inter- 
nal queueing delays. When access priority is given to the routing 
buffers (B-P) the average transit delay is about 5 and 4.7 hops for 
MS and SN respectively. Observe that the internal queueing delay 
is minimized because the internal buffers have access priority. The 
H-S$F average internal queueing delay of a generic cell during its 
travel to destination is given by H D b p  cells (or slots). If one con- 
siders the worst case, in which a cell is successively stored at each 
node (then p = l), the total internal buffer delay is about 20 cells 
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3: Queueing delay and Queue size in number of cells vs. g for a) Man- 

hattan Street and b) ShuflleNet topologies with 64 nodes. 

for MS and 19 cells for SN at g=1. This shows that B-P access 
scheme reduces the cell inter-arrival time jitter (delay jitter), how- 
ever this comes at expense of reducing the throughput with respect 
to N-P. Also, observe that the input queue rea& saturation at the 
maximum throughput per submodule for all cmes as is intuitively 
expected. 

3.3. Hybrid S&F-deflection routing: Transmission at two different 
bit rates 

Now suppose that N R ~  submodules on one optical channel want 
to upgrade their bit-rate to bit-rate-2 (R2) and NRI submodules 
remain at bit-rate-1 (Rl)(R2 > Rl). Assume, for analytical con- 
venience, that R2 = mR1, where m is an integer. If a submodule 
that transmits at R2 wants to send a cell to a submodule that re- 
ceives at bit-rate R1, it has to repeat ones or zeros m times each. 
Then the actual bit rate of the Connection is RI. Conversely, if the 
transmission is from slow submodules RI to fast submodules R2, 
the fast receiver, which integrates over its bit time has to be 
able to collect m samples before making a decision. s is called 
oversampling. and has the effect of decreasing the error rate, even 
though the receiver has more noise because of the larger receiver 
bandwidth. For example, if m is even, the new bit mor rate is 

m / \  
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Figure 4 A cell's delay is the sum of its transit delay d, and its input queueing 
delay (ii the input queue at the submodule where the cell originates). a) shows 
results for MS with 64 nodes. b) shows results for SN with 64 nodes. 

where [fl in (8) is the smallest intega larger than and SER 
is the sample error rate, that is the probability that a sample is in 
error. However, we will assume the worst-case scenario in which 
R1 submodules communicate only with submodules of the same 
kind and the same holds for submodules of kind R2. If submod- 
ule cross-communication is considered, the results with respect to 
transit delay, throughput and buffer-size tend to be similar to those 
presented in the previous sections. Therefore, we will assume that: 
1) the head of the cells is transmitted at one common bit-rate 1; 2) 
cells have the same spatial size; i.e. R2 cells will contain m * M 
more bits than R1 cells: 3) each submodule transmit/receive/store 
at one bit rate only depending on its kind; 4) the submodules are 
uniformly distributed over the network. The total number of sub- 
modules per channel is N = N R ~  + N R ~ .  We will approximate 
the probability to find a cell in transit of bit-rate R1 (Pp-Rl) to the 
probability that one submodule chosen at random receives/transm- 
its at RI (pra-R1). so that Pp-Rl = Pn-Rl= 9 and similarly 
for R2 cells. 

If there is a conflict in a submodule that receives at a bit-rate dif- 
ferent from that of both cells, one of the: cells is deflected, i.e. the 
probability that one R1 test cell is deflected at any submodule is 

probabi ity of having a care cell at the input of the routing switch 
(see Fig. lb) together with a R1 test cell at an intermediate care 
submodule. The first U2 refers to the probability of having two 
care cells with the same output preference, while the second U2 
is the probability that one of the two e l l s  is selected for deflec- 
tion. P p - ~ l  is the probability that the s,econd care cell is R1 and 
Pn-R2 is the probability that the submodule reads at R2. Note 
that the probability that one R2 test cell be deflected is p ~ 2  = 
& P ~ - R ~ P ~ - R ~  which is numerically the same as pR1. 

p ~ 1  = p P p - ~ 1 P n - ~ 2 ,  P where Pc =: u(1- a ) ( l -  Pde) isthe 
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When the buffered cells have access priority (B-P), the proba- 
bility to store a cell in one buffer of an R1 submodule and the 
probability of transmitting a cell from one buffer of an R1 submod- 
u l e p ~ 1  is: 

1 A2( 1 - PdC)’ + -  2 2 

An arrival (,&I) will occur when there are two incoming care cells 
with the same output preference (1D) and with different bit rate or 
with same bit rate R1 as the submodule’s bit rate R1, or the sub- 
module generates a new care cell whenever the buffers are empty 
and there is one incoming care cell with the same output prefer- 
ence (In).  The second 1/2 in (9) is the probability to store the cell 
in buffer 01 or 02. p ~ 1  can be obtained reasoning as in (3) except 
that in this case qR1 = is the probability that one of the 
buffers of a submoduletha~i2ansmitslreceives at R1 is empty. The 
probability to store a cell in one buffer of an R2 submodule (PRz)  
and the probability of transmitting a cell from one buffer of an R2 
submodule ( p ~ d  can be obtained by reasoning as in expressions 

The average number of newly transm%& cells per submodule is 
obtained as the probability of having a new cell times the proba- 
bilitythat bothbuffers of anRl submoduleareempty (QiiPn-Rl) 

or both buffers of an R2 submodule are empty ( q i 2 P n - ~ 2 )  times 
the probability that at least one of the two slots is free: 

(9) and (10) and this case qR2 = e. 

A 
N 
- = gx(1- u2(1 - 

f (12) 
J.2 + (gx)2(1 - .)2 - a 

(gx)(1 - .I2 U =  

and the total average normalized transit delay of an R1 test cell is 

) (13) Db- Rl PRl 

W 
d = H ( l +  

where PR1 = +(I -  a ) ( l -  P~,>~(P,-R~ + Y ) ( p n - R l )  is 
the probability of buffering an R1 test cell. Similarly the average 
delay of an R2 cell can be computed using (13) substituting the 

T ) ( P n - R 2 ) .  The queue size and queueing delay for R1 and 
R2 bitrate submodules are obtainedusing eqs. for Q b  and Db sub- 
stituting the respective p and ,B probabilities. 

Fig. 5a shows the average queue size and average internal que- 
ueing delay in number of cells of a MS topology with 64 nodes. 
The average queue size is smaller than 1 cell and the average queue- 
ing delay is lowa than 4 cells. Observe that theory and simulation 
results show agood agreement. Since SN topology (B-P) performs 
similarly, we only considered MS. Fig. 5b shows throughput and 

COrr@pOnding Db-R2 and p ~ 2  = ;U(l- .)(I- pdc)2(pp-~1 + 
Pp-RZ 

~ 
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Figure 5:  a) Queueing delay and Queue size in number of cells vs. g for Manhat- 
tan Street and ShuffleNet topologies. b)Throughput and Total network cell delay 
in number of hops vs. g for Manhattan Street with 48 nodes at bit rate R1 and 16 
nodes at bit rate R2. 

average transit delay versus probability of cell generation. Ob- 
serve that due to deflections the throughput is slightly lower com- 
pared to the one in Fig. 2. Also, the average normalized delay d 
increases (0.4 at g=l) due to deflection of cells. 

The simulations statistics of the two bit rate communication net- 
work were obtained computing the average of queue size, queuing 
delay and throughput from 10,OOO different uniformly distributed 
random locations of the R1 and R2 submodules. The reason is that 
the teletraflic performance depends on the location of the R1 and 
R2 submodules. Also, each location of the R1 and R2 submodules 
was simulated for 30,000 clock cycles, after discarding 10,OOOini- 
tial cycles to allow for transients to die out. 
4. DEVICE-INDUCED OPTICAL CROSSTALK 

The crosstalk generated in a 2x2 optical space switch is due to in- 
complete switching. A fraction 1 - a of the signal power exits 
from the desired port, while a fraction CY leaks from the undesired 
port. If two signals at the same wavelength are present at the in- 
puts, intra-band crosstalk is generated. 

A wavelength DEMUX behaves like a prism, that fans out the 
light from the input fiber into distinct color (wavelength) beams, 
which are coupled to distinct outputs. The crosstalk in the D E  
Mux is (see Fig. la) due to residues of light from neighboring 
colors on each output. This inter-band crosstalk becomes intra- 
band crosstalk at the multiplexer (Mux), when colors are merged 
again on the output fiber [13]. The inter-band crosstalk can be re- 
duced by placing narrow-band optical filters before multiplexing. 
The amount of suppression of the inter-band components will de- 
pend on the transfer function T( AA) of the filters. 
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figure 6: a) Conditioned BEiR(h) versus transmission power at hop number 9, 
g=l. b) BFX versus power coupling coefficient CY for g=1. 

5. TRANSMISSION RESULTS 

In multi-hop networks the B W  is obtained by conditianing the 
BER(h) on the number of hops h, where h is a random variable, 
taken by a typical d l  as BER = E,"=, BER(h)  P(h)  [14]. The 
hop distribution P(h) [3] depends on network topology, routing, 
and load, while the conditional BER(h) depends on the tra@ loud 
and the optical characteristics of the network 151. 

We analyzed a network with four channels in the range of 1550 
nm to 1556 nm. with 2 nm channel separation. DEMUX with adja- 
cent signal inter-band crosstalk of -30 dB, and a 2x2 crossbar opti- 
cal switch with coupling power coefficient a between -25 dB and 
-35 dB are assumed. Filters at the output of the main switch (see 
Fig. la) have a transfer function T(AX) =-17 dB. We represent 
each amplifier by using the spectrally resolved numerical model 
of [16] with a forward pumping scheme. The absorption and gain 
parameters are the same as those of fiber 2a i n  E171 with a length 
of 20 m and a pump power of 50 mW. Thus, it is assumed that the 
EDFA's are operating in the saturated regime. A bandwidth of 125 
GHz is used to resolve the effect of ASE spectnun. The optical 
filter at the receiver has a 0.2 nm bandwidth and the electrical fil- 
ter has a 2.5 GHz or 10 GHz bandwidth depading on the kind of 
node ( N R ~  or N R ~ ) .  We assumed a fiber with dispersion coeffi- 
cient I), = 1 p s h - n m ,  a loss coefficient of 0.2 dB/km, an inter- 
node distance of 15 km. a total node loss of 12.5 dB. n e  optical 
amplifiers are located at the output of each node. 

We used a semi-analytical method [SI, [151 to determine the er- 
ror rate given that the path length h is known. Fig. 6a shows the 
conditional BER(h) for hop number 9 versus transmission power 
at g=l  for the channel at 1556 nm, the one with the worst gain. 

: H-S&F (MS64) 

h- 1556nm - 
g--1 

7rmitdelagdatg=l 5 ~ ( s W  5.4 4.7 oa(santim) 5.1 

Tbmugbput good best good good imbalance good 
I I I I I I 

saturation 

B u b r  
Imbalance NO PARTIAL NO NO YES NO 

Table1:Summary of results 

Results are shown for MS topology with a coupling coefficient of 
a=-25 dB and a bit rate of 2.5 Gb/s. The main impairments consid- 
ered to compute BEX(h) are intra-band crosstalk and ASE noise. 
For low transmission power the predominant beat noise is signal- 
ASE that increases with bit rate and far high transmission powers 
the signal-crosstalk beat dominates, a noise that is bit rate indepen- 
dent. 

fig. 6b shows BERresults against a for anetwork of 64nodes at 
g = 1. Egure shows results for one-buffer, hot-potato (from 151) 
and H-S&F. Observe that H-S&F (1 bit rate) performs much bet- 
ter than one-buffer and hot-potatodeflection routing. The reason is 
that H-S&F has the minimal average propagation delay and there 
fore the impact of intraband aosstalk and ASEnoise is minimized. 
Note that BEX of H-S&F when all nodes transmit at R=2.5 Gb/s 
(one bit rate) is below lo-' for any a. Results for H-S&F (one bit 
rate) are for N-P, however B-P perfom very similar to N-I? Also 
Fig. 6b shows results for the case of dual bit rate C0"unication 
(B-P), when 48 nodes use bit rate R1 = 2.5 Gb/s and 16 nodes 
use bit rate R2 = 10 Gb/s. In this case the BER of 2.5 Gb/s nodes 
deteriorates because of possiblecell deflections and the BER of 10 
Gb/s nodes is worse because of cell deflections and higher bit rate. 
However, the BER is reasonably low for values of a below -27 
dB. The curves for H-S&F were computed neglecting electronic 
regeneration of buffered cells, and are thus upper bounds on the 
actual BER values. 

6. CONCLUSIONS 

We presented a node architectwe with electronic routing buffers. 
Cells are stored just in the case of conflict to avoid deflection, oth- 
erwise they traverse the node without opto-electronic conversion 
(transparent cut-through 161 routing). Table 1 summarizes the re- 
sults of this analysis. It is shown that cell correlation is much more 
severe in SN64 than in MS64. When locally generated cells have 
access priority, internal buffers can reach saturation at high loads 
(g > 0.95) for MS and (s > 0.7) for SN topologies. Our re- 
sults show that H-S&F performs better than hot-potato and me- 
b d e r  deflection routing in terms of throughput, propagation de- 
lay, and BW. In term of throughput, N-P H-SBrF performs betta 
than B-P H-S&F and deflection routing. Also, B-P H-S&F per- 
forms slightly better than one-buffer deflection routing and better 
than hot-potato deflection routing. In terms of propagation delay, 
one of the main advantages of H-S&F is that it provides the mini- 
mum average propagation delay. Also, the results show that under 
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SN and MS topologies with64nodes theBEFtis always lower than 
assuming no regeneration of a test cell, a = -25 dB, and one 

bit rate communication scheme. Moreover, it is shown that with 
a combination of deflection routing and hybrid store-and-forward 
the network can accommodate communication with two different 
bit rates. When 48 nodes use bit rate R1 = 2.5 Gb/s and 16 nodes 
use bit rate R2 = 10 Gb/s, the BER of 2.5 Gb/s nodes is lower 
than loF9  for a = -25 and the BER of 10 Gb/s nodes is lower 
than for (Y below -27 dB. 
AF’PENDMA 

In this section we briefly explain how the analysis extends to an- 
alyze the network with input queues. In the model we describe in 
Section 2 and subsequently analyzed, If a new cell is generated but 
can not be injected into the network, local blocking OCCUTS and the 
local cell is discarded. An alternative procedure wouldbe toqueue 
the new cell until they can be admitted into the network. Such in- 
put queueing r d t s  in a possible queueing delay for packets as 
they reach the submodule. 

Assume that the number of new packets that arrive at a submod- 
ule during a time slot has a Poisson distribution with parameter A’ 
where A’ > 0, and that the number of arrivals from node to node 
and slot to slot are independent. If the system is stable then the 
steady- state throughput per node per channel will also be A’ [181. 
Then the throughput per node per channel given by equation 4 is 
equal to A’. Now as an example we consider the case in which 
internal buffers have access priority over the new cells generated 
by the submodule, then the number of new cells that can be po- 
tentially injected at a submodule in a time slot has the binomial 
distribution Bin(1 ,  y2(1 - u2(1 - U)”) .  Now by the indepen- 
dence assumption that the number of packets that can be poten- 
tially injected from slot to slot are independent, the queue of pack- 
ets waiting at a submodule can be model as a discrete time queue 
[181 wherethenumber of ~valsineachslotisPoissonwithmean 
A’ and the number of potential services in each slot has the bmo- 
mialdistributionBin(l,y2(1 - u2(1 - U ) ” ) .  

Now usingequation(4.1) of [18] as an approximationtothewait- 
ing time in an input sueue with Poisson arrivals, input queue de- 
lay is DI-B = 2(:-EFA,l where A’ = gq2(1 - u’(1 - a)’), 
m = 1 - y 2 ( 1  - ~ ’ ( 1  - U)’) for thecase theinternalbuffers have 
access priority (B-P) over thenew cells and A’ = g( 1-U’ (1-a)’), 
and m = U’( 1 - u ) ~  when access priority is given to locally gen- 
erated cells (N-P). 
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